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Abstract 
The qstem of coupled o.scillators and its time-discretization (with constant 

stepske II) are considered in this paper. Under some conditions, it is showed that the 

discrete systems have one-dimensional global attractors lfz converging to I which is the 

global attractor cf continuous system. 
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I. Introduction 

Consider system of coupled oscillators 
i!=Ax+f(x) (1.1) 

in which X=(X’, x’, mum, xm) CR” (m 2 3), A is nr X m matrix, f is a nonlinear map from 
R” to Rm 

-1 1 

I -:! I 0 

! -2 1 

-.* l . ‘. . . 

0 1 -2 1 

I -1 1 , f(x)= 
with constant b > 0. 

(1.1) is discretized by one-step method: 

xn+l=xn+h(Ax,+f(x,)) 

with constant stepsize II> 0. 

Let F,, denote the map from R’” to Rm : 

F~x=x+h(Ax+f(x)~ 

-sin(x’) +6 
-sin(X2) 

: . 
-sin(x”-‘) 
-sin(x”) 

62) 

(1.3) 

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the global attractors of discrete systems 
{F z },‘s (with sufficiently small /I) and continuous system (1.1) and to discuss the convergence 
of attractors of discrete systems. 
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II. Global Attractor of Continuous System 

Consider the initial value problem of (1.1) 

z=Ax+f(x), X(0)==XD 

which determines a continuous-time semigroup {s(t)),,, : 

S(j) :X,tw(f) 

(2.1) 

in which x(t) is the solution to initial value problem (2.1). 
Let /Ii (i=O, 1, **a, m- I) denote the eigenvalues of A, 

Ar= --4m2sin2(ix/2m), (i=O, 1, *a-, m-1) 
The eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue A=0 is denoted by po= ( 1, I, .-e, ljP E 
Rm . Let Er=span(l;l,} and E 2-E:. The projections from Rm to El and E? are 

denoted by P and Q respectively. Note that Al==-4m2sin2(n/2m)< -4 (m>3! . in the 
sequel, the Euclidean inner product and norm in R” is denoted by <., +> and 1 l 1 
respectively. 

Definition 2.1 The set 

~=IY+QER%EEI, gEEz, Iql<ip!) 
is said to be a cone in Rm . 

Lemma 2.2 For any go: X, ART” 
i) if y,-- x,EZ, then 

Wh--Wjx, Ez, for t>o (2.2) 

ii) if for some i,>0, sjl’,jy,-S(t,)x,@ 2 , then 

JQ(~(tj~,--S(j~~,jI,texp~~lj/211Q~y,--x,jl for oq,(t, (2.3) 

Proof i) Let W==Wjx,, YW=W)Y~~ p(tj=Pidtj-x(t)), 4(f)+ 

Q(y(t j - z(f)) , then p(r) and q(r) satisfy respectively 

#=Pif(Y(f)) --/(x(f))), lJ(~)=~~Yo-Kd (2.4) 

and 

(2.5) 

By (2.4) and the fact /f(yj -f(x) I </!j-x/, we have 

-$Mf! I 2=2<Pj(y:l -Pf(x?, P? 

~--lif(Y(fj)--f(x(t)?J~!p!r)J 
z - ziYCf)--xi,f)l~lpif)l 

=-2l~~~)+q(t?l.!D(tjl 

~---‘!JP!f!i2+JPit;J.Jqi~)JI 

Similarly, from (2.5) it follows 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Therefore 
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and hence 

This shows that y(t) --x(i) EZ, Vf>O if g:.-.?e,@Z (the boundary of 2). 
ii) Assume there exists to >O such that ,r,r(t,‘! -x(ti, 1 g 2 , then y(t) --x(t) 4 Z for O,C 

t<f, by i), namely lq(r)l> b(r)], 0 < rb to.By (2.7) we have 

and 

Consequently, 

\Q(y(t) --x(t)) 1 <exp[ht/?] IQi’ziz-x,) ( : O<f<:f" 

Definition 2.3 Strppose @ is a Lipschitz map from El into Eu. The continuous curve 
l={p+Olp!! j3EE:) 

is said to be a horizontal curve if 

Additionally, if @ satisfies @( p+:?~v~,j=(ih(p> for any JEEI, then 1 is called a restricted 
horizontal curve.’ 

Corollary 2.4 If 1 is a horizontal curve (restricted horizontal curve ). then Si:t)l 
(Vt>O) t-11 h IS s 1 a orizontal curve (restricted horizontal curve). 

Proof For any .u, xE.S(fjl, there exist 3 T;,~. x, El, such that S(t)y,=y,S(r)so=~. 
Since X8, !.!” E 1 , y, - X, cZ. From Lemma 2.2 it follows S:,t ~.y:-S(fix,=y-xEZ, hence 
.S(t)/ is a horizontal curve. 

Note the fact f(X+2w77;)=f(x) , then S(r)/ is a restricted horizontal curve if I is a 
restricted horizontal one. 

Lemma 2.5 There is a constant c>O, such that. for any x E R” , there exists to> 0, 
IQS(tixl <c/d for f>t, . If \Qx,/\cr/.~ . then !d)S(t)xj<<,/4 for all r>O. 

Proof Obviously, f is a bounded map from R” to R”. that is. there is a constant c>O 
such that I f(x) 1 <c for any x G R”’ . Suppose x c R”c, then S(r)s satisfies 

+r: IjecAl-?)Qii.jf!SirJx)jdT 

=expr311tlIQxl+ir/li,,l)( i-exp[A,f]) 
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This immediately leads to lemma 2.5. 
Theorem 2.6 For anv t>o , the map S(r) has an invariant restricted hori- 

zontal curve 1: S(z-,)l=l . 

&‘={I II* is a restricted horizontal curve } 

let 17 denote the map from M to 2: 

m=i=in9 
For any ki , ! corresponds to a unique Lipschtz map from H to EL Let M denote the 
set of Lipschitz maps corresponding to all the elements of .3. The operations in M are defined 
as usual and the norm is defined as follows: 

llQll=y$IQwl~ QEAU 

Then M is a Banach space. 
Let 

B={QlQw, lldl~d4~ 

In the sequel, the element in M and the corresponding one in 2 are regarded as the same. a 
is compact in M by Arzela-Ascoli theorem, since i@ is uniformly bounded and equi- 
continuous. We define a map F from M to M such that 170S(~j=Fan , namely, 
F=lirOS(~ i~lT-’ . By lemma 2.2 and 2.5 we have F&iCl@. Since F is continuous from M 

into M, F has at least one fixed point I in &! by Schauder fixed point theorem. Let 
I= 17--l?, then 

S(r)l=S(zjlT-‘l=IT-‘F1=n-*1:~1 

thus / is an invariant restricted horizontal curve for S(f). 
Theorem 2.7 System (1.1) has one-dimensional global attractor 1. I is a restricted 

horizontal curve in R”l . 
Proof For t>g, b\, theorem 2.6, there exists 1 Ed, such that S(r)l=l . We shall 

pro1.e: I” I is invariant for the semigroup {S(f)},,,, i. e. S(f)l=l, V:>O . 2” for 
any XER”&, d(S(f)x, I!-+? as f-+-I-c= , therefore, I is the global attractor of system 

(1. f 1. 

Proof of 1” For an!. x E R’“. we show d (S( ?JZ)X, lj-to . as n-+-+00. here 
c/(s./)denotcs the distance between s and /. Without loss of generality. we assume I@c/<c./LL. 
For any integer II. there erists $ El such that PS(t~r)x=l?g . Since S(r)l=/. there is a 
YE/ such that S(n~)y=# \vhich implies So-S(n~,.;xe z . By lemma 2.2 1i-c have 

diS(fJtPG l)<lQ(wJ~)~-wJ~)Y) 1 
,(exp[h/21 IQx-QYI 
sgexp[hrJ-(c/2) 

wl!iCh leacfs lo d(S(nt)x, I)+0 as tt++co. Hence S (r ) has a unique invariant restrict- 
ecf f~orizorital curve. 
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This shows IfS(t)l is a fixed point of F in .ii$, and hence S(i)l is an invariant restricted 
horizontal curve for S’(Tj From the above discussion, it follows S(f)/=l, Vf>O . 

Proof of 2” Forany.xEWm 1 it follow from (2.3) d(S(t)x, 1)--W as r+ 
-i-o0 I Therefore, I is global attractor of semigroup {s(t) )$=:, , (or system (1.1)). 

III. Attractors of Discrete Systems 

In this section, the notations are the same as-in the previous section. 
Let 

F!GY=Bx+hf (x), xERm 

in which B=lfhA. I is the identity i.n R” . In the sequel we suppose h<~/lin+ such that 
the eigenvalues of B pi=I+hj.; satisfy o<pi<l, i&o, I, -as, m- I. 

Lemma 3.1 For any u, x CR”’ : 
i) if y--xc 2, then 

F;:r:--/;;x&z, II=i, 2, -*- (3.1) 

ii) if F!v-Fix$Z . then 

IQ(FI~u--Fix! I.<(1 --Zh)“lQ(y-x) [ (3.2) 

The proof is similar to that of lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 3.2 VxERm, 3 .N>>O . when II > N, ) QF”,x] <c/4 (here c is the same as 

in lemma 2.5). Furthmore, if IQxl <c/4, then lQF,x/<cc/d . 
The proof is similar to that of lemma 2.5. 

Theorem 3.3 Fn has an invariant restricted horizontal curve I,, : FJn=ln. 
Theorem 3.4 1, is the global att.ractor of Fn . 
The proofs of theorem 3.3 and 3.4 are similar to those of theorem 2.6 and 2.7 and 

hence omitted here. 

IV. Convergence of Attractors 

From the discussions of section II and section III, we know in phase space R” (~1123) 
the discrete system (Ff )E I (h<: 1/4m2! and the continuous system have one-dimensional 
attractors IA and I respectively, which are restricted horizontal curves in R” . Suppose It, 
and I correspond respectively to the elements @b and @ in Banach space M. 

For the solution S(I) to the initial value problem of (1.1) 

zt=Anx+f(x), x(0)=X” 

the approximation value at time 7’ calculated by one-step method is denoted by Fy x, where 
the stepsize h=T/fl, A- is an integer. By the comergent property ot one-step method we 
know Fyx,+x(T) as h-to. Far the v,,hole system. \\hat can be said about the relation 
between 1~. the attractor of the discrete system. and I \vhich is the attractor of the continuous 
system’? General results seem to he unknou-n. 111 this section V.Y show that for the system of 
coupicd oscillators (1. I). In a~~I~~;rches / as h-+0, b!. \vhich n.e mean that the corresponding 
elements CDh con\wge to @ ;ls h+o If1 B;llla3~ spncc .lf. 

Theorem 4.1 limi:di,,--@i/-~r; 
h+O 
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Proof Note that {@n 1( o<h< 1 /4m2) is uniformly bounded and equi-continuous, hence 
{oin} is precompact in M. We prove theorem by contradiction. Suppose ah-f+@ as h+o , 
that is, 3 eo>O and series {@hi} such that //@hi--@{/> 28, (i= 1. 2, . ..) while .hr+O as 
i-+-J-00. {@j,) h as a convergent subsequence since (0,) is precompact in M. For simplicity 
of presentation, we assume @hi *p E M , and Il~ll<c/4 Consequently,, li~---diIl>~~ . 
According to the definition of the norm in M, there exists a p EH such that (W(p) - 
Q,(P) 1>5l; on the other hand, I@i,i (p) -P(p) [ -+o as i++oo, then there is an integer 
number N, such that [@hi (pi -Q,(p) ] >ep for i>N,. Let x=&S@(P) , then ‘we hhe 

d(x, Ihi )>2E1 (4.1) 

if i>NI, here EI is some positive number. Take Ti=hfni such chat Tr is less than some 
T.>O ,and TI>T,=I: -In i2e,/cj/21. Since I is invariant for S(7’, j I there exist X: such that 
S(Tl)x:=x, i=l, z... On the interval [O, T<l . calculating the initial value problem 

2=AAx+f(x), x(O)=xj. 
by one-step method, the error tends to 0 as .hj-to. 
Consequently FE; xi *x. as i-+ +m . 
Let us suppose that 

(4.2) 

From (3.2) it follows 

Since 

there exists N,,>o, such that 

dt’Fii%i, 11,~ i,(exp[-2T,](c/z)<E1 for i>N, (4.3) 

Taking N=max{N,, Nz, IV,} , we have d (% lh, ) <Z&I as i>N by. (4.2) and (4.3). 
This is in contradiction with (4.1). 

From Theorem 4.1 it follo\ss immediately that I, converges to I as h-+0 
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